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Abstract: This paper is to study the diffusion process of materials through introduce a computer
simulation tool to improve the predication accuracy of diffusion coefficient calculations (diffusivity), the
study depending on analytical and programming. The analytical analysis based on the set of constant
equations which are represented the diffusion phenomena of materials, the programming representation
based on development the computer software program (MATLAB 7.4) to build a simulation software of
diffusion equations through using two programming windows, the first one involves computation of
diffusion coefficient relative to Fick’s second law, the second window computes the diffusion coefficient
based on the temperatures various law.
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INTRODUCTION

Materials of all types are often heat treated to
improve their properties. The phenomena that occur
during a heat treatment usually involve atomic
diffusion, often an enhancement of diffusion rate is
desired on occasion measures are taken to reduce it.
Heat-treating temperatures and time, and / or cooling
rates are often predictable using the mathematics of
diffusion and appropriate diffusion constant[1]. Many
processes involved in the production and utilization of
engineering materials are concerned with the rate at
which atoms move in the solid state. In many of these
processes reactions occur in the solid state that involve
the spontaneous rearrangement of atoms into new and
more stable atomic arrangements, and many industrial
manufacturing processes utilize solid state diffusion as
hardening of steel by gas carburizing because of many
rotating or sliding steel parts such as gears and shafts
must have a hard outside case for wear resistance and
tough inner core for fracture resistance, and impurity
doping of silicon wafers, this process to change their
electrical conducting characteristics is an important
phase in the production of modern integrated electronic
circuits[2]. The accurate calculations for the atomic
diffusion process are the most important for obtaining
information on formation and subsequent cooling
histories of materials[3]. many studies of diffusion have
been developed to aspects of this field of study are still
unexamined[4] thereby, the investigation process of
diffusion calculations needed to methodology. This

paper aimed to enhance the current diffusion coefficient
of materials by providing a comprehensive
programming to calculation of diffusion coefficient
accurately.

Theoretical Conceptions: Diffusion is a time –
dependent process, the quantity of an element that is
transported within another is a function of time. It is
necessary to know how fast diffusion occurs or the rate
of mass transfer, this rate is expressed as a diffusion
flux (J), the mathematics of the steady state diffusion
in a single direction is relatively simple, in that the
flux is proportional to the concentration gradient
through the expression that is called Fick’s first law
eq.(1)[1,5].
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Where:
D: Diffusion coefficient 

    : Concentration gradient
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Most partial diffusion situations are non – steady
state, that is the diffusion flux and the concentration
gradient at some particular point in a solid vary with
time. Under the conditions of non – steady state use
equation (2), this equation is called Fick’s second law.
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Where:
Cx: The concentration at depth  after time 
Co: The initial uniform concentration 
Cs: The surface concentration
t: The certain time 

              : Gaussian  error  factor function, the 
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values of which are given in mathematical table,
sometimes has been replaced by variable[1,4].

Temperature has almost profound influence on the
coefficients and diffusion rates. The diffusion
coefficient increases with rising of temperatures, the
law of the temperature dependence of diffusion
coefficient demonstrates in eq.(3)[1,6].
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Where:
Do: The diffusion temperature preexponential 
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 Ea: The activation energy of diffusion (J/mol)

R: Boltzman constant
T: The absolute temperature 

Programming Considerations: In this section, the two
diffusion equations are included by building the
simulation software based on MATLAB program with
two computational windows that calculate the values of
diffusion, which are extended with prime widow called
the home window as shown in the figure (1), it is
included two parallelism bottons each botton connected
to with computational window.

Table : Tabulation of Error Funetion Values
. erf(Z) Z erf(Z) Z erf(Z)
0 0 0.55 0.5633 1.3 0.9340
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.025 0.0282 0.60 0.6039 1.4 0.9523
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.05 0.0564 0.65 0.6420 1.5 0.9661
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.10 0.1125 0.70 0.6778 1.6 0.9763
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.15 0.1680 0.75 0.7112 1.7 0.9838
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.20 0.2227 0.80 0.7421 1.8 0.9891
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.25 0.2763 0.85 0.7707 1.9 0.9928
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.30 0.2386 0.90 0.7970 2.0 0.9953
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.35 0.3794 0.95 0.8209 2.2 0.9981
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.40 0.4284 1.0 0.8427 2.4 0.9993
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.45 0.4755 1.1 0.8802 2.6 0.9998
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0.50 0.5205 1.2 0.9103 2.8 0.9999

Fig. 1: Home window of computational software
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The first computational window that extended with
home widow is the gate to solve the equation (2) and
process the calculations of diffusion coefficient
(Diffusivity) based on Fick’s second law, this operation
is achieved by entrance the required data to calculate
through filling the text boxs which are involved with
the widow, these bulks refer to Cs, Cx, Co, x and  as
shown in figure (2).

Otherwise, The second computational window that
extended with home widow is the gate to solve the
equation (3) and process the calculations of diffusion
coefficient (Diffusivity) based on temperatures various
law, this operation is achieved by entrance the required
data to calculate through filling the three blank bulks
which are involved with the widow, these bulks refer
to Do, Ea and as shown in figure (3).

Many engineering researches has developed some
specific methodology, as a programming to deal with
certain case based on computer program (MATLAB
7.4), thus, development of this simulation software
requires integration of various types of parameter for
analysis and synthesis, thereby; the flow chart of
computation sequences process of  diffusion is
described as show in figure (4).

The flow chart is an informal graphical description
of an algorithm built as a directed graph, the flow
chart is necessary used to description of essential ideas
of design of software, mainly; because of their
capability to give a good overview of the algorithm,
but also to simplify checking logic, the flow chart
represents the logic flow of software is used to create
the program for controlling on the calculations process
as the inputs and outputs parameters and results
presentation.

Fig. 2: Fick’s second law computational window

Fig. 3: temperatures various law computational window
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Many fields in science and engineering use the
computer simulation software to form the predications
or model of real phenomenon. This is also known as
numerical simulations or engineering computing, the
computer software conduct a set of mathematical
calculations to generate data, such is converted to
readable format and analyzed by researchers, as well as
the calculation on the computer simulation software
tacked a limited amount of time. The researchers
continuously develop more complex mathematical
models that require too much calculation for particular
problem, fortunately; the capabilities of computer
simulation software have increased, this allows for
more complicated models that required many
mathematical calculations to generate meaningful data,
thus; the researcher has access to infinite computational
recourses to conduct the mathematical calculations.
Thereby, our simulation software with MATLAB
program that used in this paper is widely used in
engineering educations and researches for numerical
model based, analysis of cause effect relationships and
visualization of challenging concepts.

The results that predicate from running and testing
the program introduce a computer simulation software
tool, which is designed for predication of amounts of
diffusion coefficient (Diffusivity) and achieved its
calculations easily and fast as demonstrated previously
through only entrance require data by filling the blank
bulks with programs window numerically  and then,
press on one bottom (compute bottom) to find the
value of diffusivity. The accurate and fast results shall
be got, as shown in the figures (5), (6) these figures
have previewed refer to achieved based on Fick’s
second law.

The figures (7), (8) show that the programming
windows for entrance require data to compute the
diffusivity based on temperatures various law.

The sample of manual calculations to compute the
diffusion coefficient based on two equations (2), (3)
Fick’s second law and temperatures various law
respectively, it represent in the figure (9), which is
demonstrated the needed of more thinking, long time
and increasing of mistakes probability in final results
during the calculate process.

Fig. 4: the simulation software flow chart

Fig. 5: computational window with initial filling
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The solutions by two processes based on
simulation software of program and manually which is
presented through the introducing statements of
computation of diffusion coefficient predicate the
various with most important considerations which are
the time required and results accuracy, it have been

 shown in utilize the simulation software for simulating
the diffusion equations that can be beneficial and
improve the predication accuracy of diffusion through
introduce a computer simulation tool that can be one of
most important processes for obtaining the typical
computation of diffusivity of  engineering materials.

Fig. 6: computational window with compute command

Fig. 7: computational window with initial filling
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Fig. 8: computational window with compute command

Fig. 9: manual computation of diffusivity (D)
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